
Low-temperature cooking 
with the iCombi® Pro.
Gentle. Delicious. Safe.



The iCombi Pro works precisely, safely and around the clock. 
Prepare large roasts, braised dishes and boiled meats overnight 
and unsupervised. The RATIONAL low-temperature cooking 
feature makes this possible. Perfectly done, unbelievably tender 
and juicy from the first slice to the last. It’s a gentle method 
that minimizes cooking losses, and thanks to the iCombi Pro’s 
intelligence, you be sure that you’ll get the exact results you want. 
Over and over and over again.

Just imagine having work 
taken off your hands.

 Better-quality results
Make your food taste better 
than ever. Even as you sleep. 
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The low-temperature cooking feature lets you add variety to your 
menu. Partial capacity, full capacity, mixed loads. Pork, beef, veal. 
Large roasts or small. Exactly the way you want them. Just set the 
level of doneness and browning you want, and the iCombi Pro will 
take care of the rest. 

Once the iCombi Pro has finished preheating, place the meat 
into the cooking cabinet raw – no need to worry about searing 
it's part of the process. After that, the cooking temperature is 
reduced quickly, and the meat will cook gently and then rest.  
Even meat that isn’t well-aged will turn out tender and juicy. Once 
it’s finished cooking, you can hold it for hours without sacrificing 
quality or appearance. 

Roasts.

For anyone with big plans.

  Advantages you’ll enjoy
Prepare a variety of tender and 
juicy items with the iCombi Pro.

 rational-online.com/us/
 low-temperature-cooking

Sous-vide cooking
Simple and healthy. The sous-vide method 
works beautifully on roasts. Just sear the 
meat, and then vacuum-pack it in marinade or 
seasoning. Use low-temperature cooking  for 
buttery soft results in an HACCP-safe process 
with almost undetectable cooking losses.
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Minimum effort, maximum success: all you have to do is set the 
results you want. The iCombi Pro will preheat, sear the meat, 
prompt you to deglaze the pan and gently braise the meat. The 
cooking cabinet temperature, humidity and air speed will adjust to 
fit your food items. The results? Tender, juicy meat with delicious 
seared flavor. And you can hold it at serving temperature for 
several hours without sacrificing quality. If necessary, you can 
even braise several different dishes at once.

Braised dishes.

Tender meat. 
Fantastic flavor.

 So easy
Prepare outstanding braised 
dishes effortlessly with the 
iCombi Pro. 

 rational-online.com/us/
 low-temperature-cooking

Vacuum-bag production
Of course, you can braise in vacuum bag. Just 
sear the meat, vacuum seal it along with the 
braising liquid and load it into the iCombi Pro. 
The iCombi Pro will take care of everything 
else. With no monitoring. For hours on end.
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Beef tips, corned beef, pork loin, beef brisket. The classics. 
Prepared gently. Little effort, lots of flavor. Just put the meat into 
the iCombi Pro cold, select the results you want and wait for the 
cooking system to take care of business. For an example, when 
using the Delta-T method the cooking cabinet temperature will 
start low and gradually increase along with the core temperature. 
It's an extremely gentle process yielding exceptional results 
with minimal cooking losses. And if necessary, you can keep 
the finished dish at serving temperature for several more hours 
without compromising on quality.

Simmering meat.

Classic dishes using 
modern technology.

 Do more with less
Less effort, less raw materials. 
More flavor, more compliments to 
the chef.

 rational-online.com/us/
 low-temperature-cooking
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 ConnectedCooking
High-performance networking 
by RATIONAL. You'll always have 
everything under control.

rational-online.com/us/
ConnectedCooking

ConnectedCooking.

Keep an eye on 
everything.
The iCombi Pro comes equipped with a wireless interface you 
can use to access ConnectedCooking, the secured online platform 
from RATIONAL. Pleased with how a new recipe turned out? Send 
it to the other cooking systems on your network – no matter 
where they’re located. Which of your systems is being used? Keep 
tabs on them with your smartphone. Need inspiration? Head to 
the recipe database. Software updates? Installed to your systems 
at the push of a button. What about HACCP data? One-click 
access. And the iCombi Pro even can call your service technician 
for you.

ConnectedCooking

HACCP report available
iCombi Pro 6-half size

ConnectedCooking

“rolls” cooking path completed
iCombi Pro 10-half size

RATIONAL Academy.

Higher education included.

Our professional instructors will help you get even more out 
of your RATIONAL cooking system. Our free basic seminar 
will give you a ton of ideas, motivate your employees, and help 
you streamline your work processes. For a more customized 
experience, have one our chefs come into your kitchen. Our 
chefs will discuss the topics that matter the most to you such 
as banqueting/Finishing, K-12 foodservice or foodservice 
operations.

  Register now

rational-online.com/us/academy
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RATIONAL USA
1701 Golf Road 
Suite C-120, Commercium
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

Tel. 888-320-7274 (Toll Free)
Fax 847-755-9583

info@rational-online.us
rationalusa.com
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